DM says: Hi there Alaric, Bakta!
Alaric says: Mornin
DM says: How's your weeks been?
Bakta-Rel says: [The ogre stumbles around in the kitchen, knocking over pots and pans, cursing loudly as he attempts to make coffee]Morning
Alaric says: Eh.
Alaric says: Any news on our awol pc?
Bakta-Rel says: My week has been ok. And yours?
DM says: We're hopefully waiting for Astan (I didn't hear from him this week, but I did send out the reminder e-mail). Ana (Aliri) seems to be a permanent no-show, which is a pity. She's still welcome to jump in if she still wants to.
Alaric says: I talked to kenny, he said something came up he couldn't avoid
DM says: My weeks been OK too.
DM says: Hopefully, he'll be here today then ;) 
Bakta-Rel says: Can I attempt to give Alaric a wedgie? I think my dice rolling is a little aged?
Bakta-Rel says: 1(1d20)
Bakta-Rel says: Dammit!
DM says: Doh, Bakta's big clumsy fingers couldn't grab hold of his undies!
Bakta-Rel says: And I was doing so good last week!
Alaric says: I love how that will end up in the log
DM says: Something to show our grandchildren ;)
Bakta-Rel says: What?
Alaric says: "And after 2 years of adventuring the party finally captured the Emerald of Everlasting Glitter and lived happily ever after as God-Kings. But Bakta still could never wedgie Alaric"
DM says: Lol
Bakta-Rel says: Just you wait boy!
DM says: A bit insensitive too, considering he's wounded and lying in a pool of blood...
Alaric says: I'd stick my tongue out at you if it probably wasn't already hanging out of my mouth in my unconscious state to begin with!
Bakta-Rel says: Were all mates here!
Bakta-Rel says: Sorry buddy, just messing with you. I'd wait for you to heal before I would try again, just out of respect.
DM says: Very decent of you, I'm sure.
Bakta-Rel says: Speaking of which, can I attempt to bandage his wounds or heal him?
DM says: Maybe the dead mouse will be able to plug the leak?
Alaric says: Todays episode: "Snakes in a Cave"
DM says: [Yes you can try to bandage him, if you can find something suitable.]
DM says: Otherwise 1hp per round ... drip ... drip ... drip ...
Bakta-Rel says: I get to play doctor!!!!!
Alaric says: Hehe, sounds like someone is making moonshine.
DM says: Uh oh ... Dr Bakta-Rel to ER, stat.
Bakta-Rel says: Hey, Kaesh, do you have anything that I can use to help Alaric?
Bakta-Rel says: Can we start or do you want to wait a little longer? Sorry.
Alaric says: I think we should start some official policy on how long we wait for MIA PCs.
DM says: We should probably give Kenny a bit longer ...
DM says: I agree ... 
Alaric says: Because if we constantly wait for half an hour, we're losing a sixth or so of our playing time each week.
DM says: I've been trying to be fair to them, in case they come in late, but that's a fair point/
DM says: So, we should probably start.
DM says: I may have to type everything again, so bear with me if I'm a little slower. The chat program is being inconsistent about letting me cut and paste text ...
Bakta-Rel says: I would like to ask Kaesh the above question [Bakta points to the text above], and if he doesn't I'd like to search the room.
DM says: Last time in Taladas...
DM says: The bandits trail led you a small stone ruin at the centre of the overgrown clearing. Astana'qui decided to look for a safe place to meditate in an attempt to seek guidance on the location the bandits whilst Alaric, Bakta and Kaesh proceeded to the ruin.
DM says: Once inside you searched for a hidden entrance and, after some unsuccessful attempts, you located a stone trapdoor at the centre of the ruin. But as you removed the slab a puff of green dust billowed upwards and your eyes felt an agonising stinging sensation - the trap blinding both Bakta and Kaesh. Eventually, their eyesight returned, but Bakta and Kaesh's vision remains a little blurry.
DM says: Once the slab was removed you saw carefully crafted stone steps leading down into the darkness. Proceeding cautiously down the steps you discovered a narrow stone chamber with a high vaulted ceiling. Along each wall were cut deep alcoves containing ancient human remains. Alaric investigated to see if any of the bones were missing, a possible link with the bone you had found in the ash of the campfire, but none appeared to be missing.
DM says: You then investigated the large hole smashed into the floor of the chamber, where you discovered a shaft disappearing into the gloom. Proceeding down the shaft by means of the rope ladder, although Bakta was able to climb down without aid, you heard the muffled sounds of metal on stone growing the louder the further you descended. When they reached the bottom of the shaft, you found yourself at the start of a roughly hewn tunnel.
DM says: Just a little bit more...
DM says: Proceeding down the tunnel, you came to stone chamber containing more ancient skeletons. As you entered the chamber two scruffy looking bandits appeared from one of the exits (you recognised one of the bandits from the attack on the boat). After a brief battle, the bandits were slain - victims of Bakta's club - but Alaric was left unconscious and lying in a pool of his own blood...
Astana'qui says: I'm here
Astana'qui says: sorry
DM says: Hi!
Alaric says: *Hah, the spirit realm has unclaimed kenny*
Bakta-Rel says: It's about time elfie!
Astana'qui says: :)
DM says: Did you get a chance to look over the log?
Bakta-Rel says: Welcome back.
Astana'qui says: yea from last week
DM says: Astan's absence was explained by his attempt to locate the bandit's by entering the Eternal Plain ...
DM says: This is what he saw ...
DM says: Upon entering the Eternal Plain you have spent what has felt like days searching in vain for the correct totem needed to re-enter the world of the living earth in order find the secret location of the bandits somewhere beneath the ruin.
DM says: Though it felt like days, your spirit search was but for a few short minutes. As you have now returned from your meditative state, you realise that the others have already entered the ruin.
DM says: That brings us to the here and now...
Astana'qui says: The world of the living earth?
Astana'qui says: as in Taladas?
DM says: Yeah
DM says: poetic licence ... bad poetic licence...
Alaric says: *HAHA!*
Bakta-Rel says: You haven't been smoking anything you shouldn't have?
Astana'qui says: so my search rdidnt result in anything?
DM says: No ... but the others seem to have found them anyway.
Alaric says: *It did, but just nothing we didn't know already.*
Bakta-Rel says: Kaesh, do you have anything that can help Alaric?
Alaric says: *Sort of doing algebra for an hour to get a result of 2=2*
Astana'qui says: hehe
DM says: Kaesh// "I have but the clothes on my back."
Astana'qui says: Well I guess I'll follow the others then
Bakta-Rel says: I will search the room and the bodies of the bandits for anything I could use.
DM says: Other than their clothes, there is nothing else on their bodies of use. The three bed rolls are each covered in a woolen blanket. 
DM says: [Astan, OK]
Bakta-Rel says: I will take the blankets and attempt to bandage his wounds by tearing them into strips.
Alaric says: *Good move*
Astana'qui says: [Am I with them now?]
DM says: The temporary bandage does the trick and the bleeding has stopped. But Alaric remains unconscious.
DM says: Yes
Bakta-Rel says: [With tears in his eyes, the ogre looks at the elf] Can you save my friend?
Astana'qui says: [Astan begins his ministrations to help Alaric]
Astana'qui says: We shall see
Astana'qui says: [Astan casts minron healing: 7(1d8)
Astana'qui says: [err cure light wounds]
Bakta-Rel says: Alaric?
Bakta-Rel says: Can you hear me?
DM says: Alaric begins to revive but he is somewhat disorientated...
Alaric says: [Shaking his head slowly]
DM says: [restored to full hp]
Bakta-Rel says: [Bakta-Rel, with tears of joy, drops Alaric's head and grabs the elf in a big bear hug] Wahhhh!!! Thank you![Snot drips from Bakta's nose]
DM says: The clanging of metal on stone continues to echo thoughout the caves...
Kaesh says: "A master of healing, I see!" He says cheerfully as he slas Astan on the back.
DM says: slaps
Astana'qui says: Eek.. I understand your joy but please do not do that again
Alaric says: [His head hits the floor as Bakta lets go] Oww...
Bakta-Rel says: Sorry. I usually just kill elves on sight because they killed my people. But you are not like that I see.
Kaesh says: "I am sorry, elf. Sometimes I do not know my own strength." He says in broken Tamire elven.
Alaric says: [Slowly gets up and starts to move around, regaining his surroundings]
Bakta-Rel says: [Grabs his club] Which way do you want to go?
Bakta-Rel says: *Can we hear from which way the sounds are coming from?*
Astana'qui says: You are forgiven. [my comment was more toward Bakta]
DM configures: /history 3000
DM says: [He got slaped and snotted!]
Bakta-Rel says: [He got more than he bargained for]
Bakta-Rel says: [2 for 1 deal]
Bakta-Rel says: Which way are the sounds coming from?
DM says: The sounds are echoing througout the cave, so it's hard to determine.
Bakta-Rel says: I will follow.
Bakta-Rel says: Someone pick.
Alaric says: [Finally stands up and steps to the back of the group]
Kaesh says: "Good to see you back with us, Baltchian."
Bakta-Rel says: [Looks behind him at Alaric] Thanks.
Astana'qui says: [Which directions may we go? only to the east or the way we came?]
DM says: There are two exits to the east, and the tunnel from which you just emerged.
Alaric says: [Which way did the bandits walk in from?]
Bakta-Rel says: *Can Bakta fit in the northeast passage?*
DM says: The more southerly entrance.
DM says: It'd be a tight fit, but yes [map not to scale, for illustration purposes only :)]
Bakta-Rel says: I guess follow me. *I will attempt to move as quiet as an ogre can*
Astana'qui says: Perhaps we should hide the bodies?
Bakta-Rel says: [Stops]Good idea.
Astana'qui says: [Astan attempts to arrange the bandit bodies as far out of sight as possible
Bakta-Rel says: Ready?
Astana'qui says: ready when you are
Bakta-Rel says: Alaric? Kaesh?
Alaric says: I think I'll stay in back than you very much.
Kaesh says: "I will take up the rear."
DM says: You enter a badly lit tunnel, the floor is muddy and slipery from a trickle of water leaking from a crack in the stone wall. 
DM says: Two other exits lead from the small chamber
Bakta-Rel says: [Bakta looks down both tunnels. What does he see?]
DM says: The exit to the east leads to another poorly lit chamber.
DM says: To the south is a tunnel, about 10 feet long, but from your position you cannot see much other than the glow of a torch and another stone pyre.
Alaric says: What do you see Bakta?
Bakta-Rel says: [Pulls out the dead mouse and chews thoughtfully] The passage east leads to another chamber of some sort and the south passage leads to a passage lit with a torch. 
Alaric says: Stay in the light, we've seen them already set one trap.
Bakta-Rel says: Ok. Let's go. [Again, moving quietly and looking down the tunnel, alert]
Bakta-Rel says: [Belches from the mouse]
Astana'qui says: [appalled by Bakta's actions/stench, ast follows from a distance]
DM says: You see a smelly chamber about 20' by 25' feet in size, which is well illuminated. The chamber contains several sleeping rolls covered in woolen blankets as well as two other stone pyres, although you can see one of the skeletons is missing.
DM says: A bandit lies on one of the bed rolls, nursing an injured arm. You recognise him as the bandit hit by Alaric's magical arrow at the battle by the river!
DM says: Test ..
DM says: Hello?
Bakta-Rel says: [Dumbly, but having a purpose, Bakta-Rel rushes into the room while he has the upper hand and sits, threatens with club, or otherwise detain the bandit for further questioning]
Bandit says: "What the...!" 
Alaric says: *here*
DM says: [Sorry, just playing up from my end again, won't let me cut and paste again]
DM says: The bandit tries to get to his feet ...
Astana'qui says: Why did you attack us?
Bakta-Rel says: Be still if you don't want me to kill you!
Astana'qui says: does he have a weapon?
DM says: [Is everyone in the room?]
DM says: There is a sword lying nearby...
DM says: The bandit spits. "As if I am going to answer any of your questions!"
Alaric says: *Fessic, jog his memory...*
Astana'qui says: I grab it and hand it to Kaesh
DM says: Lol
DM says: ["Oh, you mean this gate key..."]
Astana'qui says: haha
Alaric says: *Maybe you should ask him three times for info. Damn...three times...Okay Dr. Evil is...*
Bakta-Rel says: You will talk, or you will be wedgied!
DM says: [snicker]
Bakta-Rel says: [Grabs bandit by the throat with one hand]
DM says: The bandit clutches his arm, and looks a little shakey on his feet. 
Astana'qui says: I don't understand... what do you have to hide? and why are you prepared to die over it?
Bandit says: "Burn upon Hitehkel, you scum."
Bakta-Rel says: [Carries him over to the slab without a body on it and slams him down upon it and holds him there]
Alaric says: Just hold him down Bakta, I can take care of this...
Bandit says: "Agh!"
Bakta-Rel says: He ain't going nowhere!
Bandit says: "Get this beast off me!"
Alaric says: [Walks slowly over towards the bandit, a look in his eyes as he holds out his hand and stretches out his fingers as if preparing to perform a touch spell]
DM says: The bandit squirms ...
Alaric says: Nothing a little brain frying won't fix [His eyes go wide as he starts to reach out for the bandits forehead, mumbling gibberish. CHA Check: 7(1d20)]
DM says: The bandit cries out, "Don't kill me! Not that it matters none. I was as good as dead the moment you walked in here, no matter what you do to me." 
Bakta-Rel says: Shut up and TALK!
Alaric says: [Holding his hand a few inches above the bandits forehead, pretending to be locked in that trance]
DM says: The bandit winces at the pain in his arm, but refuses to speak.
Kaesh says: "Ask him where the girl is."
Bakta-Rel says: *Ok we get the hint*[Reaches with his other hand and squeezes his hurt arm]
Bakta-Rel says: Spill your guts to my friends or I will do it for you.
DM says: Bandit "Aaah!"
Bandit says: "If I tell you, will you let me go?"
Bakta-Rel says: That's up to them. I hope not! But they may let you.
Bakta-Rel says: I may just eat your fried brains!
Bandit says: "You must promise to let me go first!"
Bakta-Rel says: What do you guys think?
Astana'qui says: possibly... but If you don't tell us you will die.. seems simple enough to me
Alaric says: [Still doing this schtick]
Bandit says: "You fools, I die no matter what unless I can get away from here."
Bakta-Rel says: Well?
Bakta-Rel says: I promise that if you talk, I can guarantee that you can move from this here slab. Lie and die.
Bandit says: "She's in the most northerly tunnel. She's not guarded, but the bitch is tied up in a net suspended off the floor. Now can I go!"
Alaric says: [Speaks more loudly and lets out a loud scream at the same moment he pushes his hand right now onto the bandits forehead]
Astana'qui says: How many of you are down here?
DM says: The bandit winces waiting for the inevitable pain ... but nothing happens.
Bandit says: "I knew you were bluffing!"
Bakta-Rel says: Move and die!
Bandit says: "I have told you all I am going to tell you!" 
Bandit says: "Let me go, I beg of you!"
Bakta-Rel says: And I will keep my promise that you will move from here.[Grabs the bandit and launches him across the room]
Astana'qui says: You've told us nothing
Alaric says: Well, that was interesting.
DM says: The bandit goes flying accross the room and crashes accross the skeleton lying on the stone pyre.
DM says: He's groaning quietly, but only semi-conscious.
Bakta-Rel says: [Runs over to the bandit and picks him up and drags him back to the others]
Bakta-Rel says: Don't you have anything more to tell us?
Astana'qui says: [I'm going to search his possessions]
Alaric says: We have little choice but to follow his suggestion. To the north tunnel.
DM says: The bandit has nothing on him of any value. But there is three chests in the corner of the chamber. 
Alaric says: [And beware spiders]
DM says: The bandit continues to groan quietly.
DM says: All of a sudden you notice that the clanging noise has stopped...
Bakta-Rel says: Go ahead elf, I have this scumbag!
Astana'qui says: What do you guys think of those chests? I'm betting they are booby trapped
Astana'qui says: shut him up
Alaric says: [Shakes his head] The chest will remain, meanwhile the girls life may not.
Bakta-Rel says: Probably. [Shakes the bandit up and down] Are they?
Bandit says: "...ugh.."
DM says: He appears to have fallen completely unconsious.
Astana'qui says: [Astan peers down the cave]
DM says: You can't see anything but you can hear voices...
Alaric says: Leave him behind Bakta, we have company...
Bakta-Rel says: [Drops bandit and picks up club and whispers]Let's go.
Astana'qui says: I am with Alaric.. lets find that girl and get the hell out of here
Bakta-Rel says: Follow me.
DM says: [Which way are you headed?] 
Alaric says: *Don't worry I know the way!.... Got lost in his own museum?*
Bakta-Rel says: *Back to the entrance*
DM says: A horrible stench eminates from the tunnel.
Bakta-Rel says: I think there is something dead ahead!
Astana'qui says: [shrug] There's dead skeletons all over
DM says: Do you go down the tunnel?
Bakta-Rel says: *Yes! But cautiously*
Bakta-Rel says: *Club at the ready*
DM says: The tunnel slopes downwards until you reach a dimly lit chamber about 10' by 15' in size.
DM says: The light from the torch reveals that the chamber has been flooded with water seeping from a crack in the wall. Floating in the pool is a bloated body, greenish white from the decay.
DM says: Suspended above the water in a hastily rigged net is a young woman - bound, gagged and sobbing in fear.
DM says: [Approx where the circle is]
Bakta-Rel says: You get the girl![Gets between the body and everyone else, watching it closely]
Astana'qui says: Are we getting closer to the voices as we walked?
Alaric says: [How high up is she?]
DM says: When she sees you she tries cry out in terrified excitement and keeps shaking her head.
DM says: The net is suspended from a large beam that has been wedged across the chamber some twenty or so feet above the water. The net itself hangs about 10 feet above the water. 
DM says: Bakta, as you move into the freezing pool the floor drops away with each step until the water comes up to your waist. Suddenly you see movement out of the corner of your eye!
Bakta-Rel says: [Not liking the situation at all, Bakta uses his club to poke the body]
Alaric says: Bakta get out of the water!
DM says: A huge black spider crawls out from behind the corpse to attack with its yellow fangs gleaming in the torchlight!
Bakta-Rel says: Awww....crap!
DM says: Bakta roll for initiative!
Bakta-Rel says: 6(1d10)
DM says: +2 for wading or slippery footing! 
DM says: Spider 1(1d10)
DM says: The spiders fangs aim for your leg 2(1d20)
Alaric says: [Thinks that now would be a good time for him to have a missile weapon...]
DM says: But Bakta just manages to get out of the way in time!
Bakta-Rel says: Attack 3(1d20+2) Club 7(1d6+6)
DM says: But the shock of the spider's sudden emegence puts you off balance and you miss, with your club splashing heavily into the water.
DM says: The spider swims round for another lunge! 20(1d20)
Bakta-Rel says: Ouch!!!
DM says: It's fangs sinking deep into your flesh! 2(1d4)
Astana'qui says: [I am going to attack with a torch if there's one within reach]
DM says: You start to feel a bit drowsy. Make a Saving Throw vs. Paralysation!
Bakta-Rel says: 5(1d20)
DM says: Make an attack, Ast!
Bakta-Rel says: Dang it. I failed!
Alaric says: [Is rather helpless in this situation]
DM says: The poison takes hold and you splash face forward into the water, paralysed!!
DM says: Ast?
DM says: Batka cannot seem to move!
Astana'qui says: 1(1d20)
DM says: Your attack misses, the torch spluttering as it hit's the water ....
DM says: But it remains lit.
DM says: You cannot see where the spider has gone!
Astana'qui says: ok well i'm gonna try to drag Bakta out of there before he drowns
DM says: Bakta is making strange gurgling sounds...
DM says: Kaesh jumps into the water to try and help Astan.
Alaric says: [Steps back and reaches into his components pouch and pulls out a dead little hairy spider]
Alaric says: [He looks at it in a rather grimacing motion and then pops it into his mouth, eyes closed, and swallows before he starts chanting a spell]
Bakta-Rel says: *I hope the spider isn't trying to crawl into my mouth, ala Aracnaphobia*
Alaric says: [Spell: Spider Climb]
DM says: Just then, a bandit emerges from the gloom on the other siide of the pool! He sees the commotion, but disappears back down the tunnel.
Astana'qui says: shit
Bakta-Rel says: *It's a good be the Empire knows we're here.*
Alaric says: [His limbs grow small hairy fibers as he pulls his boots off and quickly scurries up the side of the wall down the tunnel to the chamber and crawls along the wall until he's next to the girl]
Bakta-Rel says: *bet*
DM says: You can see from the girls eyes that she is pleased to see you but is still clearly terrified.
DM says: Kaesh and Astan manage to get Bakta onto his back, his face at least is out of the water.
Alaric says: [Pulls out his dagger and slashes her bonds to the net and speaks to her] Get on my back...
DM says: The spider then crawls across Bakta's face and attacks Kaesh!
DM says: 11(1d20)
DM says: But fails, and Kaesh draws his sword and chops down on the spider, just inches in the water above Bakta's head! 1(1d20)
DM says: And misses, narrowly missing the ogre's head.
Bakta-Rel says: *That's not good!*
Alaric says: *Beginning to think these rolls are not so random, we get so many 1s and 2s*
DM says: The spider disappears again....
Bakta-Rel says: *Me-thinks this not working!*
DM says: 6(1d20) 5(1d20) 3(1d20)
DM says: 15(1d20) 17(1d20) 17(1d20)
DM says: Oooh, they would have been handy.
Alaric says: LOL
Bakta-Rel says: *Can we borrow some?*
Astana'qui says: is the spider crawling into the shadows or becoming invisible?
Alaric says: *Water spider dude*
DM says: Just swimming in and out of the shadows.
Astana'qui says: ah
Alaric says: [Is this girl getting a ride from me or what because I've only got 6 rounds on this spell...]
DM says: She clings to your back, but you will need to move quickly...
Bakta-Rel says: *Is the poison subsiding or still going strong?*
Astana'qui says: I'll try and help Bakta with the healing proficienacy: 17(1d20)
Alaric says: Hold on [Scurries as fast as he can across the wall back towards the dry land]
DM says: Astan's tending is helping a little make a CON check to try and struggle free of the effects of the poison.
Bakta-Rel says: 10(1d20)
Bakta-Rel says: [Con is 18]
Astana'qui says: [hopefully I wont have to suck out the poison]
DM says: You revive enough to barely swim/crawl out of the water.
DM says: Lol
Bakta-Rel says: [Me either. I like everyone, but not that much]
Astana'qui says: WHat's the plan? whould we try to get out of here?
Bakta-Rel says: Taaankkkss.
Astana'qui says: [Astan looks to the group]
DM says: As Kaesh tries to stuggle out of the water, the spider lunges for one last attack ... 18(1d20)
DM says: Yikes ....
DM says: 2(1d4)
DM says: 18(1d20) Saving Throw....
Alaric says: [Lowers her down to the ground on her feet but just after the spell duration dies and he falls to the ground about 5 feet] UMPH!
DM says: The spider strikes again! Kaesh falls out of the pool onto the tunnel floor unable to move!
Bakta-Rel says: [Gets up and grabs Kaesh and stumbles around] Let's go.
DM says: The spider retreats back into the water and waits for the poison to take complete hold...
Astana'qui says: [aiding Kaesh while avoiding the water: 2( 1d20)
DM says: Everyone emerges from the water (I assume to the east of the pool?)
Bakta-Rel says: *Works for me*
DM says: But Kaesh lies prone and helpless, his eyes alert but unable to move the rest of his body.
Bakta-Rel says: [Bakta-Rel guards Kaesh's body]
Alaric says: *Friendly Time Warning DM*
DM says: You then hear laughing echoing throughout the tunnels....
DM says: Perhaps we should leave it there for today...
DM says: Another cliffhanger...
Astana'qui says: okie dokie
DM says: "Muhahahaha!"
Astana'qui says: :)
Alaric says: hehe
Bakta-Rel says: *Works for me. Until next time*
Alaric says: Good session, flew by very quickly.
DM says: Yeah, good session guys!
Astana'qui says: Ok if there's nothing else I will see you all next week
Alaric says: Later Ast.
DM says: Yep, see you next week!
Bakta-Rel says: Bye.
Astana'qui says: I apologize for last week btw... hopefully will not happen much
DM says: No worries Ast. Seeya everyone.




